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Chemistry – With Precision 

  Lab  Automation  for  Sample  Prep 
                 ...Digestions,  Dilutions,  
                                    Transfers  and  more 

Take me to your lab 

Your Success is our Goal 
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 Some of our Client industries 

Food Industry 

Stack pollution 

 Mining 

Tobacco  

Water pollution 

Pharmaceutical 

A first step for accurate metals analysis is bringing diverse samples into a miner-

alized state by applying precise levels of heat and reagents. Questron Technolo-

gies has dedicated twenty years in finding solutions to this complex process. Our 

products digest, refine, prepare and automate - with minimal contamination, high-

est accuracy, and long instrument life in a hostile environment of acids and heat. 

We are proud to present in this document these key 2018 offerings. 
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Multi-Block Wireless Temperature Control for Block Digestions 

QBlock Wire less 

Teflon-Coated Graphite L 
ow Temp. (180°C)  

Teflon-Coated Graphite  
High Temp(230°C)  

Annodized Aluminum  Very High 
Temp (400°C)  

   
    

A Digestion Block for every digestion type 

QBlock Digestion System product  comprises of one 

QBlock Wireless Controller, that is paired with one or 

more digestion blocks. The variety of our digestion 

blocks is wide. They vary according to block material 

(Teflon-coated graphite or anodized aluminum), size 

(standard size, intermediate size, and large size), well 

size to accept different tube sizes, and maximum re-

quired temperature (180 deg. C, 230 deg. C, or 400 

deg. C).  Our trained specialists are ready to help you 

Independent control  of up to 8 digestion blocks  

Methods with up to 4- step temp. profiles 

Controller with large, color touchscreen  

 Remote control of blocks from within 50 meters 

Saves valuable laboratory space                                                                                                             

Store/create numerous digestion recipes 

Built-in NIST traceable calibration  

Choice of 220/110 VAC blocks 

 Stop leaning over the digestion blocks 

    8  
in one 

Annodized Aluminum  Very High Temp (400°C)  
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MODEL V84S 

MODEL V84P 

      HEPA/ULPA filtered air 

Automated Digestion and Work-Up System 

Questron’s Vulcan84 is a truly automated work-

station, combining the two essential steps of 

inorganic chemical sample prep carried out in 

myriad of analytical labs worldwide – sample 

digestion, followed by sample work-up. Under 

the guidance of an industrial PC computer in 

the midst of its electronics bay,  Vulcan work-

stations perform programmed heating, precise 

reagent additions, fixed volumes, sample stir-

ring, sample transfers -  all in a pristine, non 

metallic work space that can even have HEPA/

One of these Vulcan instruments is bound to suit your 
needs. If not, tell us more—we will customize. Our  
products carry CE, CSA, UL, and RoHS trademarks. 
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Space Saving  V42S  with Syringes 

Space Saving 

The Nitron High-Temperature Automated 

Digestion and Dispensing system is designed 

for routine and customizable methods that 

require heating up to 400°C. It is ideal for 

automating applications involving reagents, 

such as sulfuric and phosphoric acids. 

The six independent reagent lines reduce 

priming operations, increase dispensing speed  

and minimize cross contamination.  

 Plus, Nitron is one of Vulcan family, will all its 

basic characteristics. See Nitron brochure for 

details. 

                  Nitron High temp. model (400 deg. C) 
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QPrep Automated Workstation 

QPrep is the answer for an integrated solution to the demand for precise dilution, transfers, 

dispensing and other related liquid handling functions in analytical labs. QPrep is built from 

ground up to provide methodology-driven capability from a PC to handle precise reagent de-

livery for large number of samples in multiple racks. The QPrep is able to spike sample with 

internal standards, preform multiple dilutions, adds reagents consistently, as well as preparing 

calibration. Unit also available with HEPA- filtered enclosure, as shown below. 

Versatile Dilutions, Transfers, Dispensing System  

QPREP Open System Without HEPA Enclosure 

QPREP HEPA System with HEPA Enclosure 
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QAsh 1800  
Microwave Ashing System 

 LED Bar temperature display 

 Attains 1000°C in 25 minutes 

 1800 Watts of microwave energy 

 9 - 50 ml crucibles in one batch 

Microwave ashing is an innovative analyt-

ical sample preparation method that re-

places the traditional ashing technique 

using a resistively heated muffle furnace. 

While maintaining the basic tried and 

tested principles of ashing, replacing the 

resistive heating with microwave heating 

offers distinct advantages, chief among 

them being speed, reduced energy cost, 

high  

sample throughput, better reproducibility,  

cleaner working environment and in-

creased operator safety. 
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Microwave assisted digestions  

 Ideal for digestion, extraction, evaporation, and 
synthesis 

 Built-in temperature and pressure monitoring of 
each digestion vessel 

 User-independent safety features ensuring safe 
digestions 

 Controlled release of over pressure to avoid cross-
contamination 

 Rotating antenna and 360° carousel rotation en-
suring uniform microwave distribution 

 Corrosion-proof PTFE-coated reinforced cavity for 
corrosion resistance 

 Microwave power output in small increments for 
precise temperature control 

 150 CFM exhaust for fume removal and vessel 
cooling  

Configurations  

 Closed Vessel Time-To-Temperature Model  4500.100 

 Closed Vessel Time-To-Power Model  4500.010 

 Open Vessel Time-To-Power,  Model  4500.200 

 

 

QLab Pro  

LVHT Vessel   

Rugged  Oven Design for the Acid 
digestion application  

eVHP Vessel   
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QLab Pro Closed Vessel 

eVHP Vessel Set 

 Accurate temperature sensing (±0.1°C sensitiv-

ity) 

 Ease of loading carousel vessel by vessel in-

side the system’s cavity  

 Convenient manual release of residual pres-

sure after digestion 

 Compact Vessel Handling Station prepares 

vessel correctly every time 

 Option of sensor vessels for in-situ tempera-

ture and pressure measurements 

 Automatic protection against unusual heating 

of vessels 

 Optimally designed carousel ensures uniform 

LVHT Vessel Set 

 Vessel for high throughput and moder-

ate temperature requirements 

 Possibility to digest 30 samples in sin-

gle run 

 Temperature monitoring for each vessel 

 Vessels are individually pressure con-

trolled and equipped with our unique 

resealing  over-pressure guard 

(OPGuard™) vessel protection system 

 Temperature control for as low as 8 ml 

possible  
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Laboratory Grade Scrubber 
18.5 “ diameter X 34 “ high 

Laboratory Grade, Compact and  Efficient Acid 
fumes Scrubber 
 

 Even if you have a roof-top scrubber, the acid fumes are       

better handled at the point of source, before they corrode 

and otherwise damage the conduits and other hardware  

to the roof-top. Questron’s uniquely designed fume 

Scrubber was developed with our Vulcan product in 

mind, but it would find application at any place where 

concentrated and hot fumes are generated, such as in 

fume hoods. More than 90% efficiency is achieved for 

most exhaust constituents, such  as HNO3 and HF 

acids. The unit requires a source of clean water at 1 liter 

per minute.  Package includes an acid resistant exhaust 

blower that provides exhaust flow through the scrubber 

Accessory Products 

   Questron Portable Fume Enclosure 
 
(Exhaust blower included) 
Questron Portable Fume Hood is an ideal choice in 

a laboratory application where a portable, table 

top, acid resistant enclosed space  with a fume ex-

haust blower is required. It presents a viable 

alternative where permanently fixed fume hoods 

are too big and too expensive. 

  

Two sizes are available. The 84-100-325A was 

ideally sized to accommodate one large size or 

standard size Questron digestion block,  It  has 

provision to continuously remove fumes from  its 

inner space with a rugged  acid resistant ex. The 

larger, 84-100-325B model can accommodate two 

Portable Fume Enclosure 
21” wide X 19“ deep X 26” high 

Or  
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 Polypropylene Glass 

50 ml Yes Yes 

100 ml Yes Yes 

Temp. 120°C 230°C 

Usage Single Multiple 

Teflon 

Yes 

Yes 

230°C 

Multiple 

Cap Yes No No 

Reagent Bottle Storage Container 
 
Designed with the Vulcan in mind, Questron Reagent 

Bottle Storage Contained is ideal for safely storing glass 

or plastic bottles. The Container can sit beside or under-

neath the Workstation. The unit easily accommodates 

6, 2.5 liter bottles of standard reagent or concentrated 

acid bottles.  Two separate compartments ensure that 

liquids posing danger or fuming or mixing can be sepa-

rated. The unit is of acid resistant fabrication and is de-

signed to catch accidental acid spillage. Gas tight entry 

ports and active removal of  in-box fumes is possible via 

an exhaust line. Unit has plenty of viewing windows. 

  

Accessory Products 

Reagent Bottle Storage 
Container 

Storage & Digestion Sample tubes 
 
•Outer DimenQuestron makes a wide variety of tubes of various constructions. Primarily, they 

are used in our Vulcan and QBlock instruments, but they can also find home in any application 

that requires sample storage, sample analysis, etc. Below is a small sampling of our standard 

products in this category.  
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Q Q 

Q 

   Questron Technologies Corp. 
6660 Kennedy Road, Unit 14A 

Mississauga, Ontario,  
L5T 2M9 Canada 

Q 

                Questron Promise 
 
At Questron Technologies Corp., we strive to be a world class developer, manufacturer, and 
marketer of scientific products and services. Using all our resources and knowledge base in 
mechatronics, material science, and chemistry, our primary goal is to present our clients world-
wide with the very best sample prep products and tools modern technology can provide. The 
need to measure is a necessary part for any scientific enquiry. It is our passion to be a player in 
this enquiry - to provide topnotch products and services to the scientific community. From con-
ception to manufacture to final deliveries, Questron provides time saving, safe, reliable products, 
that are easy to learn and operate. We are scientists serving scientists – you talk, we listen. 
 
 

We take pride in our promise to work in accordance with our core values. 

 Innovation: We challenge the status quo to drive continuous improvement 

 Teamwork:  We work together to achieve our goals. 

 Accountability: We hold each other to a standard of excellence. 

 Dedication:  We are committed to giving our very best effort every day. 

 Integrity:  We promise to do the right thing even when it is difficult. 

 Respect: We treat others the way we expect to be treated. 

 Safety: We care for the safety of our community, and  environment.  

 

T  el: 905.362.1225 
Fax: 905.362.1229 
info@QTechCorp.com 
WWW.Qtechcorp.com 
 

Manny Phull 
President & CEO 


